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Task 1 



Watch the clip and then replay and stop at 0m40s. To open you will need to 

try to set the scene and introduce the main character. 

Make a list of bullet points of information you can infer about the lighthouse 

keeper.

Make a separate list about the setting e.g. full moon, cloudy, waves were 

gathering. 

Then, look at the opening paragraph on the next slide. Identify where there 

is information about the man and information about the setting. If you are 

able to, you could print this off and highlight the key information. 



I recall an old fisherman’s rhyme told to me by my father when I was just a lad, ‘If 

clouds are gathering thick and fast, keep sharp look-out for sail and mast. If the 

wind is blowing in the north, no fisherman should dare set forth.’ He’d been a 

fisherman since he was old enough to cast a net and had always believed it to be 

true, refusing to launch his boat if a north wind was blowing, much to my mother’s 

annoyance. However, I realise now, some forty years later, that perhaps there was 

some truth in his theory. Because it was an icy north wind that blew on that fateful 

night in December: a night I won’t forget in a hurry. Heavy, ragged clouds obscured 

the moon from time to time in a tumultuous grip and the sea was a restless beast, 

chewing at the rocks below the lighthouse. I watched the horizon for longer than 

usual, scouring the inky darkness for ships with my father’s rhyme playing over and 

over in my mind and then eventually I decided to retire to my books.



Now, you need to create your own opening paragraph weaving together 

information about the lighthouse keeper (and his past) and the setting. 

By giving an insight into the life of the lighthouse keeper, we are 

providing information to his background. Look back at some of the 

notes you made and begin to put them together to form sentences e.g. 

I was always fond of the sea and would spend hours, as a child, out on 

the beach collecting shells and staring at the waves. (Lighthouse 

keeper) 

The rocks below the lighthouse were perilous and constantly gnawed by 

the waves. (setting)



These could then be combined e.g. 

I was always fond of the sea and would spend hours, as a 

child, out on the beach collecting shells and staring at the 

waves. Though I learned as an adult that the peace and 

tranquillity of the sea could change at any moment. The rocks 

beneath the lighthouse were perilous and constantly gnawed 

at by the waves, and the walks I’d had as a child were rare 

because of the high tides and dangerous currents.



Try to formulate your own sentences about the lighthouse keeper 

and the setting. These should be written as a paragraph with a 

focus on a balance of ‘setting’ and ‘character’ sentences. 

You could look at images of stormy seas to help you. Can you think of 

any similes, metaphors or personification you could use?



Task 2 



Play the clip until the point where the candle goes out and think 

about the following questions. 

What does the lighthouse keeper feel about the people outside? 

What makes them think this? 

Why is this in the clip?

How does it make us feel about the man and the cheering people? 

What time of year could it be (perhaps New Year or Christmas). 



Next, look at this image of a village at night. 

Watch the clip again and focus upon the 

setting (You can take notes if you wish). 

Now, complete a 4,3,2,1 of ideas. 

Write 4 expanded noun phrases, 3 

preposition phrases, 2 short snappy 

sentences and 1 sentence including a 

relative clause. 

See the next slide for an example.





Now, try to edit your sentences to create a paragraph 

describing the setting. 

See the example on the following slide.

Look at the edits which have been made. 

Why do you think the author has done this? 

Think about the use of repetition for effect, the use of 

the word ‘friendly’ and the fact some of the sentences 

have been combined.





Task 3



Look at the short section of film between 0.44 sec and 1 

minute. This is where we will go back to our first-person 

narrative again. 

This will be a simple series of steps. As you watch the 

clip, note down what happens in sequence e.g. 

I was working at a table, I was distracted by the sound, I 

shut the window, the light went out, the villagers ceased 

cheering, the window blows open, the candle blows out. 



Now, turn these notes into a sequenced paragraph in your book. You should include 

other details such as the candle blowing out, the villagers stopping their cheers 

and the sound from the top of the lighthouse. Consider your openings and avoid 

repetition of nouns by selecting a different synonym. E.g. Light, beam, beacon, 

glow, lantern.

See the example below.



Watch the clip until 1m 34s and use the next slide to 

help you construct your next paragraph about the 

lighthouse keeper reaching the top of the lighthouse. 

To simplify, some of the 

steps could be combined 

or removed. You could use 

this vocabulary bank to 

help you. 





Task 4



Watch the clip from 1m36s until the point where the 

lighthouse keeper throws open the door. Today, you 

will need to write a short first person account of 

what the lighthouse keeper does up until the point

where the dome smashes. 

First, think about the three main things that happen 

in the scene and the different ways of describing 

them. Look at the next slide for support.





Think about what actions or thoughts happened between these points. 

You may or may not have seen them in the film clip e.g. After looking 

inside the lantern, he peers through the glass door. Can you write 2 or

linking sentences to join the 3 main points on the previous slide?

Look at the model text on the next slide taking note of the first 

person/third person perspectives. Today, you will just need to complete 

your own version of the first paragraph. Look at the use of the word 

CRASH and the repetition. Can you use onomatopoeia and repetition for 

effect?







Task 5



How do you think 
the lighthouse
keeper felt at this
point?



Use your thoughts to create your own version of

the second paragraph about the lighthouse 

keeper’s feelings.

Look back at the model from yesterday to help you.

Can you include repetition of a comparative 

adjective? E.g. faster and faster, closer and 

closer, nearer and nearer



Next, you need to think about what 

panic LOOKS like. 

Look at the examples on the next two 

slides. Which is more successful at 

conveying the sense of urgency?







The longer paragraph contains some successful descriptions, 

however, the shorter version actually conveys the urgency and 

tension of the situation.

In this case, less is more.  

Look at the shorter sentence constructions, the explanation of 

what is happening to the character’s breathing, the use of well-

chosen words and phrases to describe speed – quick, short, glance, 

brief. 

Now, create your own version of this paragraph.



Watch the clip from 2m03s to the end and note 

down the key events. Look at the model text 

from the previous task to help you write your 

own final paragraph. Remember this will need to 

be in third person. 

Look at the example sentences on the next slide 

to help you include different sentence 

structures. 




